
By One
Body: Sense
of Belonging

1 CORITHIANS 12:12-27

unity without artificial barriers



"Human beings were

made to connect

with other humans,

it is essential not

only to our thriving

but to our very

striving."

AMELIA FRANCK MEYER



"Human (infants) are born the most vulnerable

mammals on the planet. Other mammals are born and

they can crawl to the food source, crawl on their

mama's backs and go for swing in the jungle. But not

our babies. Human babies are born and they just lay

there and cry, until another human being comes to

connect with them and if another human being does

not come, they die, and they know it from the second

they are born. Our babies needs protectors in order to

thrive and survive, and even when the same person

doesn't come to our children in a reliable nurturing

way, they can fail to thrive and fail to grow."



"When our caregiver is compromised, we don't

consistently feel loved and protected and safe, we

have a diminished capacity to connect.

 

So trauma disrupts our capacity to connect. When we

can't connect, we can't belong, and when we don't

belong we have no protection of our thrive and our

brain acts as though our survival's at risk, because it is.

And when we set outside of the tribe, we don't have

the protection of others, we must rely on ourselves

which is inadequate.



The body is a unit, though it is made up of many

parts; and though all its parts are many, they

form one body.

True unity is, of course, something to be greatly desired. But it simply cannot be achieved by
brushing aside the scruples and concerns of other brethren. 

It is with Christ. For we were all baptized by one

Spirit into one body -- whether Jews or Greeks,

slave or free. 

The Father generally places believers together in "families".



"Because I am not a

hand, I do not belong to

the body," It would not

for that reason cease to

be part of the body.

The body is one, yet it has many members (v14). Some
are weaker or less beautiful than others. (vv22, 23), but
these too are necessary. 



No man should

live to himslef;

that would be a

direct

contradiction of

Paul's elaborate

allegory in 

1Cor 12:12-27

WHY?



"pot-luck dinner where
every guest brought

the exactly same dish. 

Baseball team where
all the players had
exactly the same

abilities.

an orchestra where
everyone played the

same instrument.

IF THEY WERE ALL ONE PART, WHERE
WOULD THE BODY BE?



How does Science

explained the

significance of SENSE

OF BELONGING in a

community?

HOWS
& WHYS



A psychologist,

Abraham Maslow in

his hierarchy of

needs suggested

that these physical

needs are the most

basic, and other

needs only become

relevant when these

needs have been

met.

WHY?



But Matthew

Lieberman ,  a

neurosurgeon ,  sa id

that  "Maslow had i t

wrong .  If  you 're  a

mammal ,  what  you

need more than

anything to  survive is

socia l  connect ion .

Because mammals  are

born immature ,

incapable  of  taking

care of  themselves . "

WHY?



M
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Test about social pain is more than just a

metaphor:
They asked people to come in and lay in MRI scanners where they believed that they
were playing this simple ball tossing game with two other people, also laying
inscanners.



M
RI Scanners 

TEST A
BO

U
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C
IA
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A

IN

Test about social pain is more than just a

metaphor:
They hold this little hand at the bottom of the screen and whenever the ball came to
you, you'd decide who to throw it to next. Boring. But then something interesting
happens.



M
RI Scanners 

TEST A
BO

U
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C
IA
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A

IN

Test about social pain is more than just a

metaphor:
The other two people stop throwing you the ball, forever. You never get the ball again. 
When they looked at the brains of these individuals who had just been rejected they
saw two fascinating things.



First:

the same brain regions that register the distress
of physical pain were also more active when
people were left out of the game compared to
when they had been included. 



Second:

the more someone told that person they felt bad about
being left out of the game, the stronger the response was
in these regions.



TYLENOL - Acetaminophen; it is

used to relieve mild to moderate

pain from headaches, muscle

aches, etc. Best used for fever,

aches, and pains, but will not be

very helpful if the pain is due to

inflammation.

SOCIAL PAIN IS REAL PAIN



TYLENOL

makes this

effects GO

AWAY

SOCIAL

PAIN 

IS REAL

PAIN

THEREFORE



"a lack of belonging cannot

only have significant

psychological consequences

such as loneliness,

depression, and anxiety. It

can actually impact a

person's IQ test

performance."

PROF. GREGORY WALTON (STANFORD
PROF)



27 Now you are the

body of Christ, and

each one of you is a

part of it.

1 Corinthians 12:27



RESPECT COMMUNITY CONNECTEDNESS

WHERE DOES BELONGING DWELL?



How do we

define "One

Body"?

harmony

NIV

same mind

KJV

Rom 12:16



No single member can

be bad in itself - no

matter how skilled or

wise. No one of us can

stand alone. 

HOW
DO WE
DO THIS?



there should be no

division (schism) in the

body (v25)
Nehemiah and David and Daniel and the other prophets showed
no sign of dissociating themselves from Israel, no matter how
wayward their brethren became. These men had learned the Bible
doctrine of the One Body long before Paul articulated it. They
lived fully Paul's exhortation in 1Cor 13.



"Ask not what your ecclesia can do for you;

ask what you can do for your ecclesia.

·How important to each of us is the local ecclesia? 
·Do we truly feel a part of all it does? 
·Do we ask how we can help the whole, not just how the whole
can help us? 
·Do we look for the areas, and the activities, where a helping
hand is needed, and pitch in without being asked or solicited? 
·Are we always considering how we can build up and edify? 
Or are we only concerned about our own ease and comfort
and "edification"?



Furthermore, the Bible

teaching of the One

Body emphasizes that

every believer has

responsibilities and

obligations to other

believers -- and to his

own local ecclesia.



Metaphors for UNITY in the New Testament:

The Shepherd and his flock (John 10:1-30)
The one vine (John 15:1-17)
The one temple, with one foundation and one cornerstone,
serving one God (Eph 2:11-22)
Jew and Gentile, slave and free, male and female all
become one in Christ.
The husband and wife, in marriage, become "one flesh"
(Eph 5:22-23)
The one "creation" of Christ the "creator" (Col 1:15-29); tec.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.



We are obliged to work for and

encourage this unity; i.e to

seek reconciliation with one

another, and to integrate all

true believers, if possible, into

One Body.

2Cor 5:18-21 | Mat
5:23,24 | Jam 3:13-18



GEORGE'S

THESIS:

BELONG

BELIEVE

STANDS ALONGSIDE THE IDEA OF



"Therefore, BELIEF alone cannot organize a

community. Our factionization proves that. So many

do share the same hope -- but remain apart

because they have no sense of BELONGING. Many

brothers and sisters lament the thought of

excluding anyone of like faith, but what can we do if

someone shares our faith but not our commitment

to one body? If one does not commit to belonging

to one body, that individual must bear his or her own

conscience on the matter.



George's thesis: 

to constitute a body, each member must commit to

belonging to each other. This principle has wider

application than just settling 'fellowship' issues.

Commitment to belonging to one worldwide

community undergirds all our cooperative service,

mutual edification, and outreach. On these two

principles -- BELIEF and BELONGING -- hang the

integrity of the body of Christ."



Being part of a group of people, a culture, or living in

a physical place isn’t what creates a sense of home.

Belonging for me is a choice, a choice of you and me.

My sense of belonging is not complete without a

feeling, without the conviction that you belong to

me. 

 



The beauty and purpose of the human

body are in its diversity. A severed foot or

hand is repulsive and ludicrous. It is

obviously dead and useless. But a living,

healthy body, with all its parts functioning

smoothly together, all perfectly

coordinated in movement and purpose., is

attractive and powerful and useful.



When you look around you, can

you say truly that you’ve

contributed to other’s feelings

at home? To others feeling, a

sense of belonging? 


